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Scope n Spec™ was created to fill a gap in the marketplace, one that, frankly, didn’t exist before. The public cried out and Castro
Roofing responded swiftly, taking an innovative and advanced approach to the world of commercial roofing solutions. With
decades of real-world design experience, advanced diagnostic equipment, to their military-grade equipment including infrared
and thermal scans; enabling them to “see” damage on your roof not visible to the naked eye, The Scope n Spec™ team is the
most equipped and the most knowledgeable people for your roof, whether it be slight damage or a full-blown disaster.

Scope n Specs™
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Introduction
January 14, 2020

Dear John Pimentel;
Reference: Roof Proposal – Hilltop Community Center
Project # Project Number - 201012
Thank you for taking the time to meet with me to discuss ideas concerning improving your buildings. I
would briefly like to tell you about Castro Roofing and why you will want to choose us for your roofing
project.
Castro Roofing’s Purpose: Provide good choices, perform exceptional craftsmanship, and demonstrate
kindness and professional service. We don’t take this lightly; take a look at the things we do to ensure our
success and your complete satisfaction.
Castro Roofing protects your property with $5,000,000.00 of liability insurance per occurrence. All of our
employees are covered by Workers Compensation Insurance so that you will not be exposed to any liability
should any of our employees be injured while on your project.
As a legitimate and dependable commercial general contractor and roofing company, we maintain these
affiliations and credentials to provide you with the highest level of confidence and customer service. We
are registered, licensed, and approved with many manufacturers for the installations of premium roofing
products.
TRADE QUALIFICATIONS:

MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE (MBE)

•

•

(SDB) Small Disadvantaged Business

•
•

(HUB) Historically Underutilized Business
(D/FWMBDC) Fort Worth Minority Business
Development Council
Hispanic Contractors Association DFW (HCADFW)

•
•

(NRCA) National Roofing Castro Roofing
Association
(RCI) Roofing Consultant Institute
(ICC) International Code Council

•

(NTRCA) North Texas Roofing Contractor
Association

•

(MRCA) Midwest Roofing Castro Roofing
Association
(RCAT) Roofing Contractor of Association of Texas

•

•

(CFMA) Construction Financial
Management Association
Better Business Bureau (BBB)

•

TIPS Cooperative Purchasing Network

•
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BUSINESS QUALIFICATIONS:










We carry a $5,000,000 General Liability policy (per occurrence) that includes after job
completion coverage (unlike many policies)
Contractor's Errors & Omissions and Pollution Incident coverage for $2,000,000
All of our employees are covered by workers compensation
CCN – Contractor Business Training & Best Industry Best
Experience of serving thousands of government agencies through Texas
Our estimators are Quality Masters – knowledgeable in product differences and quality.
Our roof mechanics are qualified Master Installers and attend on-going training to keep them up to
date on the latest technological advances in the roofing industry including the local building codes,
manufacturer specifications, and the NRCA specifications.
We have an in-house Safety Manager that inspects all job, before, during and after. The Safety
Manager is certified to perform safety training and certifies individuals in all OSHA training
requirements require for our trade.

With a permanent place of business, ownership experience of over thirty years, and combined
management experience of over 50 years in our industry, we take pride in our quality workmanship and
the high level of service we offer our clients.
We do it right – We do it by the book – or We don’t do it at all.
Thank you again for the opportunity, and I look forward to working with you on this project.
Very Truly Yours,

Rodolfo Rodriguez-Castro
Project Consultant
Castro Roofing of Texas, LLC

Scope n Specs™
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Evaluation
INTERIOR EVALUATION

All leaks are appearing under the roof. Therefore, the roof is presumed to be the source of leaks. However,
previous roofing experience indicates leaks may appear under the roof but actually originate within other
parts of the building.
For example, leaking adjoining walls, windows, doorways, and railings may appear as roof leaks. Due to
the potential storm damage causing the poor condition of the existing roof, it is assumed the roof, is the
source of the leakage and must be replaced.
In the event, the new roof is installed, and a leak reoccurs, the roof will be "Controlled Water Tested" on
a dry day to determine the source of the continual leakage. Then Castro will repair leaks originating within
the roof system. Repairs to other building areas are not included within the scope of this proposal unless
specified. The existing deck appears to be sound and will accept the new roof system.

There visual is water
damage inside the
building in multiple
locations.
Continuous water entering
the building will cause
additional damages to the
structure.
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Evaluation
ROOF DRAINAGE

The roof ponds water on the lower roof shown below. This area will be addressed per the
manufacturer's recommendations. However, water ponding will remain in its current condition. The
following proposal does not include tapered insulation or the addition of roof drains to remove the
water ponding. If the client wants options to create a positive slope, please lets us know.

The roof ponds water
over the lower roof.
Ponding water areas
will be roof using
manufacturer
specifications.

Scope n Specs™

Roof Proposal “Nueces County ”
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Evaluation
ROOF DEFICIENCIES

The following photos are of only a few of the roof deficiencies that were observed during our roof
inspection. These deficiencies are detrimental to the water tightness and performance of the roof system
and should be corrected.
Repair areas are deteriorating and
falling.

Pipe supports are not properly
supported and causing 4”x4”
supports to fracture the roof
membrane.
This will allow water to leak into the
roof system, damage the roof deck
and the interior of the building
causing additional interior damage,
which will lead to expensive repairs
on the inside.
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Evaluation
ROOF DEFICIENCIES

Vegetation growing on the roof.
This will allow water to leak into the
roof system, damage the roof deck
and the interior of the building
causing additional interior damage,
which will lead to expensive repairs
on the inside.

Mechanical ductwork is improperly
repaired using 3-tab shingles.
Shingles will be removed and the
roof system liquid roof will be
applied. However, is the metal is
damaged beyond repairs, new
ductwork may be needed and is not
part of this proposal.

Scope n Specs™

Roof Proposal “Nueces County ”
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Evaluation
ROOF DEFICIENCIES

Existing mastic over concrete has
failed.
These areas will be properly
prepared per manufacturer's
specification and a new liquid roof
system apply.

Top of parapets mastic and coating
have failed.
These areas will be properly
prepared per manufacturer's
specification and a new liquid roof
system apply.
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Evaluation

EXISTING ROOF INFORMATION

The following photos are of only a few of the roof deficiencies that were observed during our roof
inspection. These deficiencies are detrimental to the water tightness and performance of the roof system
and should be corrected.
SCOPE N SPEC™ ROOF INFORMATION – Table #1
Modified Bitumen Membrane Roof
Roof Deck:
Concrete
Roof Insulation:
None
Roof System Type:
BUR and Modified Bitumen Membrane
Roof Slope:
½ ” per foot (dead level at MBM low roof)
Roof Size (square feet):
46,940
Number of Roof Layers: 1
Roof Age:
BUR 20 approximate; MBM 13 approximate
Roof Warranty:
0 years

Scope n Specs™

Roof Proposal “Nueces County ”
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Job Preparation
PROPOSAL INTRODUCTION:

1. This project has been specified in accordance with local building codes, industry standards and manufacturer
specification requirements. All work will be installed by trained and qualified craftsmen.
2. We assure qualification for manufacturer’s long term material warranty. You are welcome to call the
manufacturer that will be honoring your enhanced warranty.
3. It is understandable that for many people, this may be the first experience with major construction on a
building. This is why we offer you a very thorough proposal with lots of “what to expect” information.
Understanding this paperwork should help avoid a lot of confusion.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:

1. At the end of each day, the roof top working area will be made watertight to protect the building from normal
weather conditions. We will remove all tools and extra job materials from the roof each day to eliminate any
objects from blowing or falling off the roof and causing injury to you and your team.
2. The work area around the structure will be cleaned of all roofing debris and broom cleaned each day.
3. The work area will be magnetically swept to pick-up any leftover nails each day and upon job completion.
4. All gutters pertaining to the work area will be cleaned of all debris during and after job completion.

5. All work performed by Castro Roofing will be in accordance to manufacturer’s recommendations and
guidelines set by the National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA), the Sheet Metal and Air
Conditioning Contractors National Association, Inc. (SMACNA), and the local building codes.
6. Castro Roofing extends to its clients a (2) year workmanship warranty to supplement any applicable
manufacturer’s labor warranty programs.

We at Castro Roofing understand that for so this may be their first experience with roofing their
building. With that in mind, we want to offer this list of “what to expect” during your roofing project.
Our goal is to avoid any confusion or problems before, during and after we arrive to complete your
project. If you have questions, we encourage you to contact us at any time to discuss them.

WHAT TO EXPECT DURING YOUR ROOFING PROJECT
& JOB SITE PREPARATION
Castro Roofing “Property Protection Measures” will be implemented throughout the job.
1. Upon the start of the job, we may\will place a job site yard sign on your property and request that it stay for a
period of up to thirty days after completion of your project. This is our best form of advertising as we are proud
to display the quality workmanship we instill in every roofing project we complete.
2. Castro Roofing will use our company trucks for the disposal of roofing materials. We will need to locate and
prepare a convenient place for the truck during debris removal days, usually in the driveway.
3. Castro Roofing may require full access to the exterior of the building during the course of your roofing project.
Extra charges will be assessed if the use of the full access is not permitted, causing unnecessary or extra labor
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during the course of the job. It will also be necessary to have access to an external electrical power source and
water.
4. Castro Roofing is very experienced at protecting our client’s property and we will make every attempt to protect
the siding, windows, doorways, porches, decks, patios, and surrounding grounds and shrubbery with tarps
and/or plywood. If there is a particular tree or bush that you wish to protect, please note below under “special
requests” prior to the start of your project. However, due to a large amount of debris being removed, there
can be times when damage may occur, which is of no fault of our crews and we will not be held responsible
for damage to landscaping.
5. Castro Roofing recommends that prior to the start of the job that you remove or secure all fragile or
irreplaceable items on walls and ceilings that could be disturbed or damaged during the job. If you fail to
remove these items, Castro Roofing cannot be held responsible for damage to said items.
6. Castro Roofing recommends that if you have any contents in your attic or garage ceiling, that you cover them
with a tarp or plastic. If your garage does not have a ceiling, please remove vehicles or cover them so debris
does not damage them. We cannot be responsible for the cleaning of attics after removing the shingles. If
you would like us to provide this service, please inform us before approving this proposal so we can take the
necessary actions.
7. Castro Roofing will make every attempt to protect the gutters, downspouts, siding and trim from damage by
removal of the old roofing materials. Please be aware that there may be times when minor damage or marring
may occur, as we cannot guarantee it will not. Any minor damage or marring will be the responsibility of the
property owner. If there is any damage due to our negligence, we will take care of fixing the damage. There
can be times when siding, awnings, wood or aluminum trim or gutters may need to be removed to continue the
roof work required. Should we be required to remove and/or replace said items; there will be an extra time
& material charge of $80 per man hour plus materials. If we are removing solar panels or power vents, the
Client must have all interior electrical connections and vent disconnected prior to the start of the job.
8. Castro Roofing will remove and/or replace antennas, cables, satellite dishes, cupolas, and any other electronic
devices to accommodate the continuation of the scope of work contracted. We cannot be held responsible for
operating conditions to said items after replacement. Television or satellite reception, all cabling, wiring and
hardware are the responsibility of the homeowner.
9. Castro Roofing will not be held responsible for the poor appearance or any damage due to a pre-existing
condition. Examples of such conditions would be gaps in siding due to multiple layers of roofing being removed,
damage to siding due to improper flashing work prior to the job, etc. We cannot be held responsible for nail
pops in drywall or ceilings due to normal roof application during the course of the job.
10. Any additional work described in this list, or that may arise, during the execution of this job, and is not included
in the original specifications of this project, will be handled through the Change Order process. The Change
Order describing the additional work and the related costs will be presented to the property owner prior to
starting the additional work for the owner’s approval, unless not doing the work would compromise the interior
of the structure. In this instance, we will perform the additional work to protect the property and then present
the Change Order to the owner at the end of the day. The property owner will be required to pay 50% of the
cost of the Change Order, at the time they sign it, with the balance due at the completion of the job.
Castro Roofing understands having your roof replaced was not something that was planned. We understand how a
major property improvement project can be disruptive and stressful for a business. We know that you want this to
be the last roof you will ever have to buy for your property. So we are committed to installing your new roofing
system according to the manufacturer’s specifications and the scope of work.

Scope n Specs™

Roof Proposal “Nueces County ”
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SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

Castro Roofing delivers peace of mind

Falls are a leading cause of work-related deaths—and are almost completely preventable. While most falls
occur in the construction industry, the problem is by no means limited to construction work. General
industry experiences thousands of serious accidents each year from employees falling from or through
roofs, platforms, ladders, scaffolds, and openings in floors or walls. OSHA believes that almost all such
accidents could be prevented through the use of basic safeguards such as guardrails, safety harnesses,
and other fall arrest equipment.
Castro Roofing has developed a safety program with specific rules and safety guidelines that go beyond
OSHA requirements. As an example, we have adopted a rule that all work that takes place 6 feet or
more off the ground requires Castro Roofing employees to wear complete fall protection equipment.
Castro Roofing trains our supervisors and employees on recognizing potential job site hazards. When our
Project Manager walks the job site with you during the Pre-Construction Meeting, he will identify any
potential locations, conditions, and situations that may lead to a workplace accident. Once all job site
hazards are identified then he will review them with his crew on the first day of the job and they will take
the appropriate action to eliminate or restrict access to any hazards.
With the Castro Roofing safety program, monthly safety meetings and job site inspections we have not
only reduced the risk of job site injuries for our employees, but we have also eliminated the liability to
you, the building owner.
Castro Roofing is committed to the safety of our team members and committed to protecting you and your team
from the liability of potential work-related accidents on your property. The NRCA has recognized Castro Roofing
with multiple awards for Safety Innovation.

Honored by the NRCA with the Gold Circle Award for Safety Innovation
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Deck Preparation
Castro Roofing will not remove the existing roof system. The new liquid roof system will be installed over
the existing roof system per manufacturer specifications.
DECK PREPARATION:
The roof deck is the structural surface over which the roofing materials are applied. The roof deck
should be a smooth, solid surface, which will permit the new roof system and support the roofing
materials and our workers.
• Safely resist impact loads, such as roofing materials
• Hold uniform loads, such as heavy snow
• Provide resistance to wind force
• Anchor the nails
If a new roof system is applied over a deck surface that is unacceptable to the manufacturer, and
damage results, the warranty may not be honored. The manufacturer will not take the responsibility
for:
• Poor deck design that causes damage to the roofing system or other parts of the building
• Defects or damage caused by the materials used as a roofing base, over which the roof is applied
• Damage to the roof caused by settlement, distortion, failure, or cracking of the roof deck
• Defects, damage or failure caused by the application of the roofing system not in strict adherence
within written instructions of the manufacturer
• Application over a deck that is not dry, or which has hard projections, such as partially driven nails,
which can cause damage to the shingles or underlayment applied above
• Castro Roofing of Texas shall inspect the substrate for defects such as excessive surface
roughness, contaminated surfaces, structurally unsound substrates, etc., that will adversely
affect the quality of work
• The substrate shall be clean, smooth, dry, and free from flaws, sharp edges, loose and foreign
material, oil, and grease; Roofing shall not start until all defects have been corrected
• All roof surfaces shall be free from water, ice, or snow
• Inspect entire roof deck before the installation of the new roofing, re-attach any loose decking
and clean the roof deck to allow for a smooth surface for the installation of the new roofing
If the roof deck is not properly prepared before the new roof material is installed there is a high probability
that the new roof will not last and may not be covered by the manufacturer’s warranty. Castro Roofing
understands how important it is for you to have your new project installed and completed properly,
without cutting corners, to make sure your new roof lasts a lifetime and meets the full requirements of
the LongLife Warranty!

Scope n Specs™

Roof Proposal “Nueces County ”
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Unit Price
Additional Cost
Pricing below is for hidden damage that was not noted or part of the Agreements.
Wood Blocking
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board Foot for wood
Rotted Plywood
2X4
2X6
2X8
2X10
2X12
1X4
1X6
1X8
1X10

$4.60 Board Foot
$5.00 SQ FT
$2.60 LF
$2.80 LF
$3.00 LF
$3.30 LF
$3.45 LF
$2.35 LF
$2.45 LF
$2.55 LF
$2.75 LF

Deck Repair
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steel
Concrete
LWC (Light Weight Concrete)
Tectum
Wood
Gypsum

$5.25 SQ. FT
$21.23 SQ. FT
$10.75 SQ. FT
$23.80 SQ. FT
$15.81 SQ. FT
$16.59 SQ. FT

Miscellaneous
• Roof Drains
$1,700.00 Each
• Roof Drain Lines (cast iron)
$67.00 LF
• Roof Drain Lines (PVC)
$45.00 LF
• Drain and accessories
$645.00 EACH
• Wet insulation 1”
$3.25 SQ. FT
• Remove/place brick for thru-wall flashing $210.00 LF
Castro Roofing will make every effort to present and have the client sign an Extra Work Order prior to
proceeding with any additional work, unless we need to protect the interior of the building and we get a
verbal approval to proceed with the Extra Work Order.
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Specifications
LIQUID APPLIED ROOFING SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS:
The primary purpose of the roofing system is waterproofing, or protecting the structure and its contents
against the intrusion of rain, snow, sleet, hail, etc. It can best perform this function when following NRCA
guidelines, manufactures specifications and installed trained craftsmen.
PART 1 GENERAL
1.1

SECTION INCLUDES
A.

1.2

1.3

Fluid-Applied, Highly Reflective Seamless Roofing Restoration Systems, Including the
Following:
1.
Asphalt based emulsion (fully reinforced).
2.
Silicone coating.
3.
Primers.
4.
Accessories.

RELATED SECTIONS
A.

Section 06 10 00 - Rough Carpentry.

B.

Section 07 25 00 - WeatherBarriers.

C.

Section 07 26 23 - Below-Grade Gas Retarders.

D.

Section 07 72 33 - Roof Hatches.

E.

Section 07 81 23.10 - Epoxy Intumescent Fireproofing*.

F.

Section 22 30 00 - Plumbing Equipment.

REFERENCES
A.

National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA) Roofing and Waterproofing Manual.

B.

ASTM International (ASTM):
1.
ASTM C 1371 - Standard Test Method for Determination of Emittance of Materials Near
Room Temperature Using Portable Emissometers.
2.
ASTM C 1549 - Standard Test Method for Determination of Solar Reflectance Near
Ambient Temperature Using a Portable Solar Reflectometer.
3.
ASTM D 522 - Standard Test Methods for Mandrel Bend Test of Attached Organic
Coatings.
4.
ASTM D 562 - Standard Test Method for Consistency of Paints Measuring Krebs Unit (KU)
Viscosity Using a Stormer-Type Viscometer.
5.
ASTM D 624 - Standard Test Method for Tear Strength of Conventional Vulcanized Rubber
and Thermoplastic Elastomers.

Scope n Specs™

Roof Proposal “Nueces County ”
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ASTM D 1079 - Standard Terminology Relating to Roofing, Waterproofing, and
Bituminous Materials.
ASTM D 1117 - Standard Guide for Evaluating Nonwoven Fabrics.

6.
7.

ASTM D 1227 - Standard Specification for Emulsified Asphalt Used as a Protective Coating
for Roofing.
ASTM D 1644 - Standard Test Methods for Nonvolatile Content of Varnishes.
ASTM D 1682 - Standard Methods of Test for Breaking Load and Elongation of Textile
Fabrics.
ASTM D 2196 - Standard Test Methods for Rheological Properties of Non-Newtonian
Materials by Rotational Viscometer.
ASTM D 2240 - Standard Test Method for Rubber Property - Durometer Hardness.
ASTM D 2370 - Standard Test Method for Tensile Properties of Organic Coatings.
ASTM D 2697 - Standard Test Method for Volume Nonvolatile Matter in Clear or
Pigmented Coatings.
ASTM D 3786 - Standard Test Method for Bursting Strength of Textile FabricsDiaphragm Bursting Strength Tester Method.
ASTM D 3960 - Standard Practice for Determining Volatile Organic Compound
(VOC)Content of Paints and Related Coatings.
ASTM D 4263 - Standard Test Method for Indicating Moisture in Concrete by the Plastic
Sheet Method.
ASTM D 6083 - Standard Specification for Liquid Applied Acrylic Coating Used in
Roofing.
ASTM D 6694 - Standard Specification Liquid-Applied Silicone Coating Used in Spray
Polyurethane Foam Roofing.
ASTM E 96 - Standard Test Methods for Water Vapor Transmission of Materials.
ASTM E 108 - Standard Test Methods for Fire Tests of Roof Coverings.
ASTM E 1980 - Standard Practice for Calculating Solar Reflectance Index of
Horizontal and Low-Sloped Opaque Surfaces.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

1.4

C.

Underwriters Laboratories (UL): ANSI/UL 790 - Standard Test Methods of Roof Coverings.

D.

Underwriters Laboratories (UL) - Roofing Systems and Materials Guide.

E.

ENERGY STAR guidelines for energy efficiency (Roof Coatings).

F.

EPA Method 24 - Determination of Volatile Matter Content, Water Content, Density, Volume
Solids, and Weight Solids of Surface Coatings.

G.

CRRC - Cool Roof Rating Council.

H.

California Building Standards Code - Title 24.

I.

NSF International.

J.

PRI Construction Materials Technologies, LLC.

K.

Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors National Association, 1nc. (SMACNA) Architectural Sheet Metal Manual.

SUBMITTALS
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1.5

1.6

1.7

A.

Submit under provisions of Section 01 30 00 - Administrative Requirements.

B.

Product Data: Provide current standard printed product literature indicating characteristics of
membrane materials and accessories:
1.
Application instructions.
2.
Technical data sheets.
3.
Safety data sheets.

C.

Shop Drawings: Submit shop drawings of cold fluid-applied reinforced polyurethane showing a
project plan, size, flashing details, and attachment for review and approval by the Owners
Representative and Membrane Manufacturer.

D.

Warranty Documentation: Submit 2 executed copies of manufacturer warranties for the
periods stipulated, starting from the date of the substantial completion.

E.

Samples: For reinforcing fabric, two samples representing actual textures and thicknesses.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

Manufacturer Qualifications: Company specializing in manufacturing fluid applied roofing
membranes with a minimum of 20 years of documented experience with applications in the
United States. Membrane Manufacturer shall submit the following certifications for review:
1.
Substrates and conditions are acceptable for purpose of providing specified warranty.
2.
Materials supplied shall meet the specified requirements.

B.

Applicator Qualifications: Company specializing in performing the work of this section with 3 years
documented experience and approved by system manufacturer for warranted membrane
installation. Applicator shall submit the following certification for review:
1.
Applicator shall submit documentation from the membrane manufacturer to verify
contractor's status as an approved applicator for warranted installations.

C.

Source Limitations: Components listed shall be provided by a single manufacturer or
approved by the primary roofing manufacturer.

PRE-INSTALLATION MEETINGS
A.

Pre-Installation Conference: Prior to beginning work, convene a conference to review
conditions, system requirements, submittals, installation procedures, schedules, required
inspections, and coordination with other work.

B.

Convene minimum two weeks prior to starting work of this section.

DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
A.

Deliver, store and handle materials and products in strict compliance with manufacturer's
instructions and recommendations and industry standards.

B.

Store and handle materials in a manner that will protect from damage and ensure there is no
possibility of contamination.

Scope n Specs™

Roof Proposal “Nueces County ”
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1.8

C.

Castro Roofing delivers peace of mind
Store materials in a dry, well ventilated, weather tight location at temperatures between 50- and
80-degrees F (10 and 27 degrees C) until the products are ready to be applied.

D.

Do not stack material pallets more than two high.

PROJECT CONDITIONS
A.

1.9

Maintain environmental conditions (temperature, humidity and ventilation) within limits
recommended by manufacturer for optimum results. Do not install products under
environmental conditions outside manufacturer's absolute limits.
1.
Do not apply roofing/waterproofing membrane during or with the threat of inclement
weather.
2.
Do not begin work if rain or heavy dew is expected within forty-eight hours of
application.
3.
Ensure that substrate materials are dry and free of contaminants. DO NOT commence with
the application unless substrate conditions are suitable. Contractor shall demonstrate that
substrate conditions are suitable for the application of the materials.

WARRANTY
A.

Manufacturer's Labor and Material System Warranty: Provide manufacturer's limited
warranty for cost of labor and materials.
1.
Warranty Period: 10 years.

PART 2 PRODUCTS
2.1

2.2

MANUFACTURERS
A.

Acceptable Manufacturer: Tropical Roofing Products, which is located at: 1904 S.W. 31st Ave.;
Hallandale, FL 33009; Toll Free Tel: 800-535-6947; Tel: 754-300-3643; Fax: 954-963- 2033; Web:
http://www.tropicalroofingproducts.com

B.

Requests for substitutions will be considered in accordance with provisions of Section 01 60 00 Product Requirements.

EMULSION/SILICONE ROOF COATING SYSTEM
A.

Emulsion/Silicone Based Roof Coating System over Prepared Tar and Gravel Surfaces: Tropical
Roofing Products.
1.
10 Year Warranty System:
a.
Non-Fibered Emulsion: #360, 6 gallons per 100 square feet for 37 mil dry
thickness.
b.
Polyester Fabric: #932 for 6 mil thickness.
c.
Bleed Blocker: #996 Eterna-Sil Premium Bleed Blocker, 1.5 gallons per 100 square
feet for 9 mil dry thickness.
d.
Top Coat: #924 Eterna-Sil Coating, 1 coat at 1.5 gallons per 100 square feet for 22
mil dry thickness.
e.
Total Surface (including polyester fabric): 74 mil dry thickness.

B.

Non-Fibered Emulsion: Tropical Roof Products #360: Solvent free, all purpose, non-fibered
coating.
1.
Meets and exceeds all requirements of ASTM D 1227, Type III, Class I.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
C.

Application Rate, 100 square feet: 2-3 gallons.
Total Solids: 45-55 percent.
Weight per gallon: 8.2-8.7.
Application: Airless sprayer or roller.
Flammability: Wet film, non-combustible.
Flame Spread: Dry film, self-extinguishing.
Flexibility: Remains flexible below freezing.
Elongation: Excellent.
Tensile Strength: Excellent.
Heat Resist at 212 degrees F: No sag, blistering, or slipping.
Permeability: Varies with thickness, 0.0 - 2.0.
Application Temperature: Minimum 50 degrees F.
Drying Time, 70 degrees F/ 50 percent humidity: 12 hours to firm set.
Clean Up: Mineral spirits or paint thinner.

Polyester Fabric: Tropical Roof Products #932: Non-woven, spun bonded 100 percent
polyester fabric.
1.
Weight per square yard: 2.75 ounces.
2.
Bursting Strength (ASTM D3786): 99.6 pounds.
3.
Tensile Strength (ASTM D1682): 31.6 psi.
4.
Tear Strength (ASTM D1117): 13.2 pounds.
5.
Elongation (ASTM D1682): 40.6 percent.
6.
Conformability: Excellent.
7.

Ease of Saturation: Excellent.

D.

Premium Silicone Mastic: Tropical Roof Products #9400 Eterna-Sil Premium Silicone Mastic.
1.
Application Rate, 100 square feet: 1.0 -1.5 gallons.
2.
Total Solids (by weight): 97 percent.
3.
Total Solids (by volume): 91 percent.
4.
Tensile Strength: 305+/- 10 psi
5.
Tear Resistance: 25 +/- lbf/in
6.
VOC: 49 g/L
7.
Tack-free Cure: 2 hours
8.
Dry to touch: 6 hours
9.
Clean-up: Mineral spirits, paint thinner.
10.
Shelf Life: 18 months (un-opened containers).

E.

Silicone Roof Coating: Tropical Roof Products #924 Eterna-Sil: Solvent free, high solids, single
component, moisture cure liquid applied silicone coating.
1.
Compliant with UL 790, Factory Mutual, NSF International P151, Florida Building Code,
and Miami-Dade County requirements.
2.
Total Solids, By Weight (ASTM D 1644): Minimum 96 percent.
3.
Tack Free Time (ASTM D 3960): Less than 8 hours.
4.
Full Cure Time: 8 to 72 hours.
5.
Elongation (ASTM D 2370): 270 percent.
6.
Tensile Strength (ASTM D 2370): 240 psi.
7.
VOC Content (EPA Method 24): Less than 50 g/L.
8.
Accelerated Aged Solar Reflectance (ASTM C 1569): 80 percent.
9.
Emittance (ASTM C 1371): 0.90.
10.
SRI Value (ASTM E 1980): 110.
11.
Permeance (ASTM E 96): 3.4 perms.
12.
Tear Resistance (ASTM D 624): Minimum 23 lbf/in.
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Low Temperature Flexibility (ASTM D 522): Pass.
Resistance to Wind Driven Rain (TT-C-555B): Pass.
Dry to touch: 6 hours
Clean-up: Mineral spirits, paint thinner.
Shelf Life: 18 months (un-opened containers).

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

PART 3 EXECUTION
3.1

EXAMINATION AND PREPARATION
A.

Prepare substrates and openings using the methods recommended by the manufacturer for
achieving best result for the substrates under project conditions.
1.
Verify that surfaces and site conditions are ready to receive work.
2.
Verify desk/substrate openings, curbs, and protrusions through deck/substrate, wood cant
strips and reglets are in place and solidly set.
3.
Verify deck/substrate is structurally supported secure, and sound.
4.
The contractor shall determine the condition of the existing structural deck/substrate.
Defects in the deck or substrate shall be corrected before new waterproofing work
commences. Areas of deteriorated deck/substrate, porous or other affected materials shall
be removed and replaced with new to match existing.
5.
Verify that roof substrate is securely attached and watertight before starting with the
application of the restoration/coating system.
6.
Remove unused pipes and vent stacks, fill holes with similar roofing assembly to
existing.
7.
Prepare flashing substrates as required for application of new waterproofing
membrane flashings.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
3.2

Inspect substrates, and correct defects before application of new waterproofing. Fill surface
voids greater than 1/8 inch (3.2 mm) wide with an acceptable fill material.
Remove all loose and embedded aggregate, dirt, dust and foreign debris by vacuum,
washing, sweeping, spudding and/or power blower to obtain a smooth, workable surface
for the applied materials to adhere positively to the substrate in an acceptable manner.
Areas of heavier dirt, dried mud or contamination may require additional washing. Use
appropriate cleaning method necessary to achieve clean surface.
Remove ponded water, snow, frost and/or ice from the work substrate prior to
installing new waterproofing materials.
The final substrate for waterproofing shall be clean, dry, free of loose, spalled or weak
material including coatings, mineral aggregate, oil, grease, contaminants, abrupt changes in
level, waterproofing agents, curing compounds and free of projections which could damage
membrane materials.
Verify that weather conditions meet manufacturer requirements.

EMULSION/POLYESTER MEMBRANE APPLICATION
A.

General:
Install in strict accordance with manufacturer recommendations.
Use only equipment meeting recommendation of membrane manufacturer.
Do not apply coating when moisture is present on the substrate or if rain is expected
before coating will properly cure.
4.
Use wind barriers when wind conditions could affect the quality of the material being
applied.

1.
2.
3.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

B.

3.3

Base Coat #360/Polyester Application:
1.
Over the properly prepared surface, apply a coat of #360 asphalt emulsion at a rate of 6
gallons per 100 square feet.
2.
Immediately following the base coat application and starting at the low edge of the roof,
embed a full width of #932 polyester fabric continuing up the roof with full width sheets
stopping 6 inches (152 mm) above the cant strip. Let dry completely before proceeding.
3.
Lightly broom each ply of polyester fabric to achieve full saturation having no wrinkles or
voids.
4.
Do not walk on the polyester during application or while emulsion is still wet.
5.
Do not apply or submerge the #932 polyester fabric into the #360 emulsion.
6.
Allow for proper curing time, 48-72 hours depending on weather conditions.
7.
Rinse the #360 emulsion, removing any light oils before applying bleed blocker.
8.
Allow the entire emulsion/polyester surface to dry completely before applying #996
Bleed Blocker.

PRIMER APPLICATION
A.

General:
1.
2.

3.

3.4

Coating shall cover all surfaces completely. An extra pass of coating material may be
required at all edges, penetrations, and vertical surfaces.
Coating shall be evenly applied and pinhole-free.
Extend coating beyond the substrate to create a self-terminating flashing.
If any contamination of a thoroughly cured surface occurs, it shall be washed with a
chemical cleaner before applying subsequent coats.
Apply at rate recommended by manufacturer for substrate, at minimum, more coating may
be required to achieve required mil thickness.

Apply primer in strict accordance with written instructions of Membrane Manufacturer. Use
only proprietary materials, as supplied by the membrane manufacturer.
The substrate surface shall be dry, with any remaining dust or loose particles removed using
clean, dry, oil-free compressed air, industrial vacuum cloth wipe or a combination of
methods.
To the properly prepared emulsion/polyester surface, apply #996 Bleed Blocker at a
coverage rate of 1.5 gallons per 100 square feet. Let completely dry before proceeding.

FLASHING INSTALLATION
A.

After completion of substrate preparation, emulsion/polyester and bleed blocker application, all
flashing details, penetrations and curbs shall be flashed with# 9400 Eterna-Sil Premium Silicone
Mastic seam sealer and shall be feathered at the edges in order for the water to flow over the
various flashing details.

B.

Apply per manufacturers recommendations. Areas to receive flashing include, but are not
limited to:
1.
Base flashing.
2.
Wall flashing.
3.
Edge flashing.
4.
Roof drains.
5.
Curb flashing.
6.
Fasteners.
7.
Penetrations.
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
3.5

Pipe flashing.
Skylights and curbed AC units.
Horizontal laps of metal roofs.
Pitch pans.
Condensation lines.
Blisters and splits.

SILICONE COATING APPLICATION
A.

B.

Finish Coat of #924 Eterna-Sil Coating Application:
1.
A visual inspection of the entire base/polyester/bleed blocker application should be
performed to confirm an acceptable surface/substrate to accept the finish coat. Any
deficiencies shall be repaired prior to application of the finish coat.
2.
Apply the finish coat with #924 Eterna-Sil coating at an application rate of 1.5 gallons per
100 square feet to achieve required Dry Film Thickness (DFT) for the project.
3.
The finish coat shall completely cover the emulsion/polyester/bleed blocker coat
including expansion joint covers, parapets and flashings.
4.
Allow a minimum of 12 hours drying time prior to any foot traffic or inspections.
(Weather dependent).
5.
After curing, inspect for defects and repair as necessary.
Poured-In-Place (roll or squeegee) Application #924 Eterna-Sil Coating:
Use 3/8 inch to 1-inch (9.5 mm to 25 mm) nap rollers or squeegee.
Use short bristle brush/roller on smooth substrates.
Use longer bristle brush/roller on rough substrates.

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

C.
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Pour base coat onto roof in a narrow pass for approximately 20 feet (6 meters) and
spread with the squeegee or 18 inches (457 mm) applicator brush at an application rate
designed to achieve the required minimum TDM specified by the project (Total Dry Mil).
Immediately back-roll the area evenly with an 9 inches-18 inches (229 to 457 mm) x 3/8
inch-1-inch (9.5 mm to 25 mm) nap roller, perpendicular to the squeegee pattern. (Care
should be taken to back-roll immediately before coating begins to dry).
The #924 Eterna-Sil coating shall completely cover the primer including expansion joint
covers, parapets and flashings applied at an application rate designed to achieve the
required minimum TDM specified by the project (Total Dry Mil).

Spray Application #924 Silicone Application:
1.
High-pressure airless pump capable of producing a minimum of 4000 PSI at the spray gun
head should be used.
2.
The pump should have a min of 3 gallons per minute output and be fed by a 5:1
transfer pump to prevent cavitation.
3.
Always use components rated for pump pressure.
4.
Hoses should be BUNA-N jacketed for prevention of moisture contamination.
5.
Hoses should have a minimum I.D. of 3/4 inch (19 mm) and an adequate working
pressure.
6.
The spray gun should be high pressure with reverse-a-clean spray tip.
7.
The spray gun should also have a minimum orifice of .030 and a 50 degrees fan tip.
8.
DO NOT USE hose that has been used for acrylics or emulsions, as the liner may absorb
moisture and initiate the silicone curing process.
9.
Spray #924 Eterna-Sil Coating at an application rate designed to achieve the minimum
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10.

3.6

3.7

3.8

required TDM (Total Dry Mil) for the project. Contractor needs to figure losses due to
surface texture, which will increase estimated material requirements.
Pay special attention to overspray, which can texture or discolor finished sections. Wind
direction should conduct overspray away from finished roofing surfaces.

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A.

Provide on-the-job inspections, technical assistance and material application guidance as may
be necessary to complete roofing material application in accordance with Tropical Roofing
Products warranty requirements.

B.

Inspect completed coating system and correct all defects to meet the specification and/or
warranty requirements.

C.

Arrange manufacturer inspection of the completed coating system and repair any defects
identified.

D.

Take photographs of representative roof areas, including detail work before work commences,
after the surface has been properly prepared, after all flashing and detail work has been
performed, and after the application of the coating membrane.

REPAIRS
A.

Transparent or Thin Areas: If areas appear to be undercoated, recoating may be needed to
ensure final thickness to meet the Tropical Roofing Products specifications Total Dry Mils.

B.

Delamination:
1.
Verify that all coated areas appear to be fully adhered to the substrate. A visual
inspection looking for typical signs of poor adhesion such as flaking, blistering etc.
should be made. Re-priming and/or recoating will be required if such areas are
apparent.
2.
Delamination is caused when water-based coatings freeze, or solvent entrapment in
solvent based coatings occurs. The coating surface may exhibit extreme wrinkles, small
blisters and may have loss of adhesion. These areas will not "self-heal" and shall be
removed, power washed, and a new coating shall be applied.

C.

Pin Holing: Certain job or site conditions may result in pin holing or out gassing during curing or
cause pin holes in the substrate. Again, a visual inspection looking for typical signs of out gassing
such as excessive pockmarks, pinholes etc.

D.

Texture Finish: Heavy patterns, blistering, "skinning," etc. may appear in the final finish. These
may be indicators that the coat is too thick, a build-up has occurred or another application
problem. Check with Tropical Roofing Products Technical Representative for remedial advice.

E.

Damaged or punctured membrane: Cut, clean, and dry damaged area. Repair per
manufacturer instructions.

CLOSEOUT
A.

Correction of Work:
1.
Work that does not conform to specified requirements including tolerances, slopes, and
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finishes shall be corrected and/or replaced. Any deficiencies of membrane application,
termination and/or protection as noted during the Membrane Manufacturer's
inspections shall be corrected and/or replaced at Contractor's expense.
B.

3.9

Clean-Up:
1.
Remove masking and protection tapes.
2.
Remove all roof related trash and debris from jobsite.
3.
Dispose of containers in accordance with local regulations.

PROTECTION
A.

Restrict construction traffic and equipment movement on the completed coating system to only
essential personnel. Provide appropriate protection against traffic and construction activities on
completed roofs.

PART 4 - OTHER SCOPE OF WORK

Additional work included for a complete roofing system:
4.01

MECHANICAL WORK - Not In Contract

4.02

ELECTRICAL WORK - Not In Contract

4.03

PLUMBING WORK - Not In Contract
A.

Work includes the following:
1. Install new pipe supports at main gas line over modified roof.

4.04

ROOF ACCESSORIES - - Not In Contract

4.05

METAL FLASHING - Not In Contract

4.06

Wood Blocking: - Not In Contract

4.07

EXCLUSIONS

Excludes:
Deck repair, removal of existing roof system,new roof drains, interior repairs, removal of existing drain lines,
pipe support except at main gas line, metal roof, metal siding, windows, masonry work and repairing
damage caused by others, damage to concrete/asphalt parking lot, and painting of surfaces.

End of Section
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Project Timeline
While the construction project phases are broken into three main sections, simply described as PreConstruction, Construction, and Post-Construction, the activity that occurs during each phase of a
construction project is anything but simple.
Castro Roofing understands that to provide our clients the Best Roofing Experience, these three phases
are critical. Below is a summary of the three phases.
CONSTRUCTION PHASES

WEEK 1

WEEK 2

WEEK 3

WEEK 4

WEEK 5

WEEK 6

WEEK 7

WEEK 8

WEEK 9

PRE-CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
POST CONSTRUCTION

PRE-CONSTRUCTION PHASE

This phase starts after client accepts our proposal. During this
phase architectural construction documents will be created
like specifications, drawings will be created to meet NRCA,
roofing manufacturer, and client requirements. All drawings
with be done in CAD software.
The pre-construction conference will be scheduled. This
meeting offers a forum for all interested parties to discuss the
scope of the project and its impact on normal operations.
The primary purpose of the conference is to thoroughly discuss
the critical items that Castro has to meet for the client to consider the project
a success. These critical client hot buttons go beyond a high quality roof. Other
items to discuss are crucial project issues such as contract requirements,
operational safety, construction phasing and sequencing, any security items,
quality control, staging locations, color selections, labor requirements and
other pertinent matters.
The agenda will cover these points: Introductions, Scope of work, Schedule,
Submittals, Utilities, Pay Requests, Contract Modifications, Client’s Concerns,
Security, etc.
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Construction is an art and a science. In delving into all of the steps that occur at each phase of construction - from
the owner's planning and budgeting phase, through the design stage when
the drawings and plans are created, to the contractor selection stage, and
through the physical construction phase of the project when the project is
complete and turned over to the owner for use - it is clearly an art of
communication, coordination and management that must occur at every
step to keep any construction project on schedule and on budget.
To keep our clients informed about the quality of the work, safety of site,
cleanliness of project, location where work is being performed and percent
completion of project, we daily email our Online Project Management (OPM)
report. We Never Leave You Wondering Where We Are Or What We’re
Doing… We Keep You Constantly Updated With Photos, Text Messages, &
More. Ever notice how most roofers give you no way to know what they’re
actually doing? It’s especially aggravating if you’re responsible for multiple
buildings and or multiple locations.
Did the roofer show up on time? Are they working now? What did they do? When did they leave? Is the job finished?
With Castro Roofing, you’ll never wonder about anything. You’ll automatically KNOW. That’s because we’ve
implemented the most advanced communication system in the industry:
•
•
•
•
•
•

We ALWAYS check in with your on-site personnel before starting
We ALWAYS take photos before we start, during the job, and at the end of each job or day
We post those photos online in your password-protected portal so you can see exactly what was done…
AND you can inspect the work
For multi-day jobs, we chart the progress on a graph on your portal
We ALWAYS check out at the end of the day with your on-site personnel, and show photos of progress
We can send your designated person (or people) text message updates as we go

But it’s not just our extreme care in communication that sets our service apart.
In the end, it comes down to respect. All of our workers will treat every single person on your premises with
kindness, respect, and dignity. From janitors to superintendents; from secretaries to CEOs; from facilities managers
to mayors of cities…we treat everyone we contact like a V.I.P.

POST-CONSTRUCTION PHASE

Our relationship with the client does not end when the construction is complete. Castro’s job is not successfully
completed until the client is completely relocated, all project close-out is completed and we have made a happy
client.
The Post-Construction Phase focuses on ensuring work is complete, providing the client with necessary
documentation, and final cost reconciliation and payments. Castro prepares and completes our in-house Zero
Defect punch list form to ensure we have a perfect roof to turn over to our client. The punch list is completed prior
to meeting with our client for the final inspection. Castro Roofing also obtains all guarantees and warranties and
provides these to the client. These post-construction services include:
• Create detailed punch list and oversee completion
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create project manual
As-built drawings
Warranties and guarantees
Maintenance instructions
Comprehensive contact list
Material control samples
Final cost reconciliation

In addition to the aforementioned services, Castro Roofing provides a final
formal inspection prior to the expiration of the 2-year contractor/manufacturer
warranty. We conduct a building warranty walkthrough to ensure all systems
are operating as designed and to your satisfaction.
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About Us
Built on expert master roofer Angel Rodriguez Sr., we combine a commonsense approach to designing
commercial roofing solutions that actually work, use old world craftsmanship with a high tech twist to
deliver to our clients Peace of Mind.
At Castro Roofing, Our Mission is to permanently stop your nightmare roof leaks, extend the life of your
existing roof and provide data to empower you to make smart roofing decisions. We champion total roof
health and solutions and believe in our client’s success.

“You have the best
roofing practices
I have ever seen!"
David Walker, City of Dallas

ANALYSIS

SOLUTION

CRAFTMANSHIP

We have a body of work
that speaks for itself.
North Texas’ Most Trusted Roofer Since 1990
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LONG
LIFE ROOF

Shared Vision
More than just a corporate buzzword.
Culture of Good is at the heart of everything we do at Castro Roofing — how we live, how we work and how we
help our clients succeed and deliver peace of mind. It isn't about perks, and it doesn't exist solely to make our
employees happy (although it does that too). Castro Roofing culture is about providing a foundation to achieve our
purpose – We Deliver Peace of Mind. Here, in ten core values, is Castro Roofing culture in action:
PURPOSE (Why we exist):
We Deliver Peace of Mind
CULTURE OF GOOD (How we deliver on our Why):
1. We empower our clients for success
We provide data, training, and tools that are accurate and honest, enabling clients to make informed and
smart roofing decisions.
2. We put life above profits
This is the value of safety. We will never risk someone’s life in order to make more profits, whether it is a
dollar or a million dollars.
3. We practice open, real and honest communication
Our communication allows for respectful disagreements, sincere feedback and clarity. There’s no
sugarcoating here. A passive-aggressive approach is never welcome. You can heal what you reveal – don’t
keep it bottled up.
4. We do what we say and own the outcome
The success of Castro Roofing is built on our honesty, ethics, and accountability.
5. We continuously learn and improve
To better our abilities and be more efficient, we dedicate time learning, teaching, and training to further our
development and provide a better quality of life to both ourselves and our Castro family.
6. We take happiness seriously
We encourage our team members to have a good time within the walls of our company and beyond. Happy
Employees = Happy Clients = Happy Executives. We work to live.
7. We check our ego at the door
Ego divides and corrupts. Humility unifies and builds strength. However, we are not pushovers, weak, or
indifferent. We are confident, ambitious, and determined.
8. We consistently deliver superior craftsmanship
If our products and services don’t make our clients say “Wow,” we haven’t done our job. From the office to
the field, we aim to astound – each and every time.
9. We optimistically accept challenges as opportunities
When the going gets tough, we implement solutions to prevail and succeed. It’s not a challenge, it’s an
opportunity!
10. We believe in people and their dreams
We support and encourage all employees to focus on their potential to reach their dreams, both professional
and personal. Our belief in people and their dreams elevates our employees and works wonders for our
clients’ success.
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What We Do

We’ve Got Your Entire Roof Covered…
From Storm Preparedness, To Storm Restoration, To Routine Leaks, To Asset Management, To Roof Restoration, To
Full Roof Replacement… And More.
Most roofing companies offer two basic services… leak repair and roof replacement. Castro Roofing is all about
TOTAL ROOF HEALTH & SOLUTIONS. The idea is to prevent as many problems as possible, to be ready for the
problems that inevitably happen anyway (think storms) and offer you multiple solutions when your roof needs to
be replaced.
Please browse through the sections below to see our wide array of services—you’ll quickly come to appreciate that
we’re not simply a “911 Call For Roofing Emergencies.” We’re a TOTAL SOLUTIONS provider who will care for your
roofing needs 24/7/365.

Roof Assessment
Before You Spend A Single Dime on Repairs Or Replacement…
Get The Data You Need To Make Intelligent Decisions. We’ll Document The Exact Status Of
All Your Roofs… Grade Them, Assign Priorities, And Give You A Detailed Plan Of Action.
If you have 10 or more roofs in your building network, chances are high that you don’t really
even know what to expect from them.
Which roofs are in need of immediate repairs?
Which ones can probably withstand another year or two—but need to be monitored carefully?
Which roofs are in great shape and only need routine maintenance?
The answers to these questions aren’t just a matter of convenience; they’re also a matter of
budget constraints. Crossing your fingers and “hoping” you get through the next year isn’t a
very good strategy.
Armed with accurate information, you can better plan your budget for each year.
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Emergency Roof Leak Repair
We Get To The Source Of Roof Leaks To Make Sure They’re 100% Fixed—FOREVER.
Others Apply Band-Aids; We Provide Peace of Mind
Many people are shocked to learn that most roofing companies are TRAINED to keep your
roof leaking.
But it’s absolutely true. They want to charge you over and over again for the same repair. You
might get frustrated and call another roofer after 4 or 5 failed attempts—but meanwhile,
they’ve billed you for thousands of dollars.
At Castro Roofing, we don’t play the “repair merry-go-round” game with our clients. Instead
of guessing what and where the problems are, we check with a water test before and after we
make the repair. Our competitors think we are WEIRD for putting so much time and effort into
repairs—but we keep doing it anyway BECAUSE IT WORKS. Castro is also the only company in
the country with a $5,000 Worst Leak Challenge—which means that if we can’t fix it
PERMANENTLY, you don’t pay.

Roof Maintenance
Avoid The Hassle, Expense, & Aggravation Of Huge Repair Bills.
Periodic Routine Maintenance Is The Key To A Healthy, Long-Lasting Roof.
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
When it comes to commercial roofing, that truism might be rewritten to say “$1,000 of
preventative maintenance is better than paying $100,000 to $1 million+ in devastating repairs
& replacements.”
It’s true—if you allow Castro Roofing to inspect and maintain your roofs, you can expect to
extend the life of each roof by up to 30%... and avoid huge problems that come from
unexpected leaks. Maintenance costs will be drastically reduced… which REDUCES STRESS for
the building owner.

Roof Restoration
Why Replace When You Can Restore—For HALF THE PRICE?
Many Old Roofs Can Be Restored For A Fraction Of The Replacement Cost.
As a rule of thumb, you should replace your roof if the projected repair cost is 35% or more of
the replacement cost.
But did you know that there is a third option?
One that, in many cases, beats the pants of replacing your roof. The innovative solution is to
extend the life of your existing roof with a high-performance energy star liquid roof system
that comes with a 10 or 20-year system roof warranty. Why replace when you can restore and
save money?
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Any Roofing Contractor Can Reroof A Building.
Only Castro Roofing Makes The Process Easy, Transparent, & Stress-Free.
It’s All About Planning, Systems, & Communication.
There are a thousand possible land mines when it comes to re-roofing a building.
And if you choose the wrong roofing contractor, your project could take a lot longer than you
hope, cost a lot more, and leave you with a roof that will likely need to be replaced again—
much sooner than you think.
At Castro Roofing, we make reroofing easy because we sweat thousands of tiny details—so
you don’t have to. We back our work with the industry best craftsmanship warranty, not your
typical one or two-year warranty, but a 10-year labor warranty that may be connected to the
manufacturer 20 NDL system warranty. We call it LongLife because the roof design and our
craftsmanship will provide you with a long life roof system not just a piece of paper with the
words Warranty written on it.

Storm Readiness Program
Our Revolutionary “FIRST WATCH” Programs Makes Your Storm Response Immediate,
Thorough, and Pro-Active… Not Reactive.
Avoid Unnecessary Battles With Your Insurance Company. Get “Front Of The Line” Priority
Service. Be Ready For ANYTHING.
The best time to make decisions about how to handle emergencies is BEFORE the emergency
happens. If you’re responsible for managing buildings, then you know that roof damage from
storms is eventually inevitable. Castro Roofing is on standby to make dealing with an unpleasant
experience (storm damage) as painless and easy as possible.
• Pro-Active Weather Alerts:
• Front-Of-The Line Service:
• Forensic Damage Assessment:
• Before The Storm – Proactive Measures
All of this is FREE for our clients and available for a nominal annual fee for our non-clients. Please
contact us to discuss your specific situation.
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Storm Damage
When The Storms Blow In… Castro Is Ready With The Right Solution
When your building is hit by a storm, the last thing you want to do is frantically and haphazardly
apply “Band-Aid” solutions on readily apparent leaks. Obviously, the leaks need to be stopped;
but more importantly, your building needs to be fully assessed for damage—seen and unseen—
so the best short-term AND long-term solution can be implemented.
At Castro Roofing, we’ve perfected the art of damage detection and repair. We go far beyond the
usual visual assessments and quick-fix remedies applied by many roofers. Our process is
comprehensive; it’s designed to sniff out the most difficult-to-find hidden damage, provide you
with a detailed assessment, and fix everything with the highest level of quality available.
Here’s an overview of our famous 5-Step process:
Step 1: Blueprint – Getting A Handle On The Damage
Step 2: Detailed Assessment – Proving The Extent Of The Damage
Step 3: Scope Of Work – Making Sure The Insurance Company Is On Board
Step 4: Reconstruction – Fixing The Problem Right The First Time
Step 5: Post-Construction – We’re With You FOREVER

Design Assistance
Design Built Roofing Solutions You Can’t Find Anywhere Else
Castro’s design philosophy stems from a holistic approach that embraces and brings together the
knowledge, design, engineering, and installation strengths of our multidisciplinary team.
We believe that all design outcomes must first be informed by a deep understanding of the
intrinsic purpose behind every idea and our client’s true needs. A thorough understanding of
those who use our services, and the context in which they are used, provide a fundamental
principle that sits at the core of each project. We achieve this understanding by building a sound
foundation of knowledge, insights, opinions that focus on a commonsense design approach, using
materials that deliver results.
life roof system not just a piece of paper with the words Warranty written on it.

Scope n Specs™
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Why Choose Us
Is A Ferrari A Typical Car?
Is Michael Jordan A Typical Basketball Player?
Is Picasso A Typical Painter?
The owner of a Ferrari will not take his price possession to the local repair shop. No, he will take it to a Ferrari
specialist because he knows that those guys know what they are doing and can be trusted. Higher standard.
Introducing The Non-Typical Commercial Roofing Company.
That’s a pretty big claim—stating that Castro Roofing is effectively the Michael Jordan or Picasso of Commercial
Roofing.
It might even sound a little absurd; after all, there’s nothing particularly remarkable about roofing anyway, right?
Reserve your judgment until you know the full story.
While it’s true that there is nothing particularly remarkable about most roofing contractors, you’ll quickly see that
Castro Roofing is no ordinary commercial roofer.
We don’t simply climb a ladder, smear on a quick-fix, fast-fail solution and move on to the next job. We do literally
everything different.
We prevent problems from happening in the first place. We use forensic tools to detect hidden problems when
leaks do occur. We use advanced technology and proven systems to extend the life of your commercial roof by 30%40%. We employ a small army of specialists—attorneys, architects, engineers, and consultants—to battle your
insurance company if and when necessary. We offer alternatives to expensive roof replacement. Just to name a
few.
All of this saves you money. And time. And aggravation. Tons of all three.
View any of the section headers below to learn more about hiring “the best of the best of the best” in commercial
roofing and the most award-winning contractor in Texas.
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CastroAwards
We’ve Won Every Award Available To Commercial Roofers That Matters. Including These:
Golden Hammer Award
14-Time Winner, Including a Record 10 In A Row
The Golden Hammer is the highest honor a Texas roofing
company can receive, and is based on excellence on specific
large projects, and is judged on uniqueness, challenges,
safety, and overall quality.
We’ve won so many Golden Hammer awards that it’s almost
unfair; but because qualification requires a high level of
coordination and unparalleled quality, the field is usually
actually quite small.
Here is a list of the years we have won, and the projects that
are associated with that year’s award (see next page):
Dallas Business Ethics Award
The Only Roofing Company To Be Named—Ever.
If you think it’s unusual for a commercial roofing contractor
to win an award for business ethics, you’re right! The award
is given out annually to honor companies that have
demonstrated a firm commitment to ethical business
practices in everyday operations, management philosophies,
and responses to crises or challenges.
You can read more about this prestigious award on the
organization’s website.
Gold Circle Safety Award – National Roofing Contractors
Association
Work On The Dallas City Performance Hall
We take safety seriously at Castro Roofing, and we’ve been
recognized for our efforts. Each year the National Roofing
Contractors Association hands out “Gold Circle” Awards to
deserving companies on a national basis in various categories
including outstanding workmanship, innovation, community
service, and safety.
In addition to winning multiple Gold Circle Awards for
outstanding workmanship, we won the most sought after
award - The Safety Award outright in 2014.

Scope n Specs™
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CastroAwards

Dallas Performance Hall
Owner: City of Dallas
Roof System: Kalzip Metal Standing Roof Panel
Contract: $1,327,050
Square Feet: 36,000

Love Field Airport
Owner: City of Dallas
Roof System: Coal Tar Pitch, PVS Membrane w/
Paver System. Remove Old Asbestos Roofing
Contract: $2,500,000
Square Feet: 205,350

Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant
Owner: Luminant
Roof System: Built-Up Roof with Gravel
Contract: $158,650
Square Feet: 32,000

University of Houston Science Center
Owner: University of Houston
Roof System: Feltback Adhered Thermoplastic
Membrane (PVC)
Contract: $836,410
Square Feet: 45,500

Cedar Hill Government Center
Owner: City of Cedar Hill
Roof System: Standing Seam Metal Roof, SBS
Modified and IRMA System
Contract: $580,235
Square Feet: 71,100

Fair Park Hall of State
Owner: City of Dallas
Roof System: SBS Modified Membrane (cold
adhesive)
Contract: $415,455
Square Feet: 41,000
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CastroAwards

Dallas City Hall
Owner: City of Dallas
Roof System: Coal Tar Pitch w/Gravel and Foam Roof
Contract: $977,127
Square Feet: 100,000

Fair Park Music Hall
Owner: City of Dallas
Roof System: SBS Modified and Elastomeric Coating
Contract: $911,000
Square Feet: 74,620

Rusk State Hospital
Owner: Texas Department of Health Services
Roof System: SBS Modified & Standing Seam Metal Roof
Contract: $562,125
Square Feet: 75,300

John Peter Smith Hospital
Owner: Health Network
Roof System: Built-Up w/Gravel & Standing Seam Metal Roof
Contract: $233,000
Square Feet: 31.900

Sanders Estes Prison Unit
Owner: Texas Department of Criminal Justice
Roof System: SBS Modified and Lightweight Concrete Deck
Contract: $1,953,432
Square Feet: 183,600

Scope n Specs™

Texas Instruments RFAB Building
Owner: Texas Instruments
Roof System: PVC Membrane and Energy Star Modified
Contract: $4,958,426
Square Feet: 490,925
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Case Study
Real Success Stories From Real Clients…
We’ve Solved Every Difficult Commercial Roofing Problem Imaginable. Here’s a Small Sample!
In our 20+ year history, we’ve faced and conquered just about every commercial roofing challenge known to man.
We’ve detected damage nobody else could find. We’ve battled—and defeated—insurance companies on our
clients’ behalf. We’ve fixed leaks that have been labeled “unfixable” by everyone. You get the idea.
This section is your chance to read about some of the challenges we’ve helped our clients overcome.
Nobody Would Even Attempt To Fix Lewisville ISD’s Leaky Arch
Another Impossible Roofing Dilemma: Case Study #152 – “Lewisville ISD”
Castro Had The Problem Solved In Less Than An Hour
The arch in the entryway is the visual center for the entire school and
people comment on how stunning it is all the time. What most people didn’t
know is that the beautiful arch leaked from the ﬁrst day it was installed back
in 1989. The original roofer couldn’t ﬁx it and through the years several
other roofers refused to even look at it because they thought it was too
dangerous to inspect.
Castro Rooﬁng came out and used safety equipment to examine the arch.
They quickly discovered that the wrong rivets had been used in several
places resulting in an extremely easy-to-ﬁx leak. Less than an hour later the
repair was complete, and it has never leaked since. Castro Rooﬁng has now
repaired over 450 leaks for Lewisville ISD.

The City Of Mesquite Had A “20 Year Leak” That We Fixed In Less
Than 2 Hours
Another Impossible Rooﬁng Dilemma: Case Study #185 – “Mesquite City
Hall”
It’s Not Nice To Laugh At People But You Have To Admit This Is Funny
When the City of Mesquite hired us to ﬁx the leak that nobody had been
able to ﬁx for literally 20 years, nobody could believe it was ﬁxed and
actually repaired for good. The leak had caused water to rush down a pillar
and pool on the ﬂoor in the main entryway. After dozens of failed attempts
and multiple rooﬁng contractors the “caution wet ﬂoor” pylon became a
permanent ﬁxture every time it rained.
It just happened to rain the day we ﬁxed it, so we were there to witness
people walking around the pillar without even thinking about it. One man
walked up to the pillar, touched it (dry, of course!), backed up and walked
around anyway!
Do you have an impossible leak that needs to be ﬁxed? We DARE you to
take the "WORST LEAK CHALLENGE”. We’re on TIPS/TAPS so give us a call…
it will be quick, easy, and FIXED FOREVER!
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We Have People Coming In Here All The Time Saying They’re The
Best Roofers. So Far, They’ve All Been WRONG.

Another Impossible Rooﬁng Dilemma: Case Study #298 – “White Settlement
ISD”
Castro Rooﬁng Has PROVEN They Are The BEST Commercial Rooﬁng
Contractor in Texas
The people at White Settlement ISD know how difﬁcult it is to ﬁnd a good
rooﬁng contractor. After speaking with Castro Rooﬁng, they gave us a shot at
their worst leak — a skylight that had been leaking for 20 years. The ﬁrst thing
we saw were the different layers of “pookey” and different types of rooﬁng
material that demonstrated multiple attempts to repair the 20 year old leaky
skylight. It was so bad that the school principal had accepted the fact that
NOBODY could ﬁx the leak and had actually stopped calling the facilities
manager to complain. A 50 gallon barrel became a permanent ﬁxture as it was
used as the solution for the unstoppable leak.
To remedy the problem Castro Rooﬁng had to ﬁnd out where the leak was
actually coming from so, we soaked the roof area with a water hose. When the
leak appeared, Castro Rooﬁng’s ﬁnest removed the skylight and found the
problem was with the ﬁttings and fasteners. We replaced these items and
quickly reassembled the skylight and it has not leaked since.

“The Roof Was Completely Shot And Riddled With Leaks”
TIPS/TAPS Case Study #205 - Texas Department Of Criminal Justice
“Sanders Estes Unit”

When It Rained It Seemed Like Mop Buckets And Wet Floor Caution Signs
Outnumbered The Staff At The Sanders Estes Unit
Enter Castro Roofing. When we arrived many of the cafeteria workers, janitors
and even officers made sure we knew that the roof was completely shot and
riddled with leaks. They were convinced that no matter what we did, no one
could stop the countless leaks they had learned to live with throughout the
years.
Given the highly sensitive nature of the Unit’s inhabitants, superb
communication and interaction was essential between Castro Roofing and the
prison’s staff. After the re-roof job was completed, the staff and even some of
the inmates went out of their way to report “NO MORE LEAKS!”

Scope n Specs™
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Is It Really THAT Hard To Find A Good Roofer?

TIPS/TAPS Case Study #212 - City Of Arlington “Arlington Convention
Center”
According To The Folks Who Run The Arlington Convention Center A Good
Commercial Roofer Does Exist
The Arlington Convention Center has been having problems with their roof for
the entire 25 years the building has existed. After proving that Castro Rooﬁng
was capable of doing the job by repairing some of the city’s worst leaks, the reroof project at the Convention Center was awarded to Castro Rooﬁng through
the TIPS/TAPS.
During the project Castro Rooﬁng discovered that faulty material had been
delivered from the manufacturer that would have caused more nightmares in
the future. Even though we had to stop production, Castro Rooﬁng notiﬁed the
city of the defective material. While Castro Rooﬁng waited for the new material
to be delivered, the Convention Center had already booked several high-level
events and on top of that the region was experiencing a torrential downpour.
Castro Rooﬁng went above and beyond the call of duty to keep the Convention
Center and ALL the events warm and dry! After the new material arrived, Castro
Rooﬁng made sure the rooﬁng material was installed properly. Since the work
was performed the building has remained as DRY as it is BEAUTIFUL.

Let Us Fix Your Worst Leak And Add YOU To Our Fan Club.
Reason #9 To Use Castro Rooﬁng: We Get Fan Mail And Lots Of It
We know, we know, they say that roofers are the lowest form of
contractors and contractors are the lowest form of humans. But before you
write Castro off as “just another roofer,” do this: Think about your worst
leak—the one that’s been leaking every time it rains since you can
remember. The one no one else has been able to ﬁx. Call us and give us a
shot to ﬁx it. We promise we WILL repair it—in fact, we’ll give you your
money back and $5,000 if we can’t.
Join the hundreds of THRILLED clients who LOVE Castro and have become
RAVING FANS… it all starts with your ﬁrst, worst leak. We’re TIPS approved
so the process is easy.
Have You Ever Taken The Time To ACTUALLY CALL The BBB To Check
On A Roofer?
Reason 4 Of 12 To Use Castro Rooﬁng: ZERO BBB Complaints—EVER!
Maybe You Should. You Might Be Surprised And Disappointed.
The fact is, most people DO NOT call — they just trust a company if they
SAY they are a BBB member in good standing. Sometimes a contractor will
put that little BBB logo on a brochure and that’s enough to fake out a
prospective customer.
One of the easiest shortcuts to checking a roofer’s REAL ability and
reputation is to actually call the BBB. They’ll tell you how long a roofer has
been listed with them and how many outstanding issues they have. It only
takes a couple of minutes and it’s easy to do. In fact, the number is 214 220-2000, give them a ring and ask about your roofing contractor. We’ve
been a BBB member in Texas for over 18 years now and we have ZERO
complaints. That’s because we are a REAL roofing company with a proven
track record of success.
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Our Brands
Not Just Another Commercial Roofer
Stubborn Leak? Automated Roof Management? Why Replace When you Can Restore? Storm Damage? Insurance
Claim? Need Advice? The Last Thing You Need Right Now Is a “Roofing Contractor.” You Need An Expert Team of
Trusted Professionals to Guide You Through The Entire Process to TOTAL ROOF HEALTH & SOLUTIONS.

Total Roof Health & Solutions

Strom Damage Expertice

C A S T R O R O O FI N G ™
With decades of experience, Castro
Roofing has become a national
leader in the commercial roofing
industry. Our diverse portfolio
encompasses working with everyone
from small businesses to some of the
largest corporations.

S T OR M H A W KS ™
With STORM HAWKS™, you have
the industry’s top severe weather
damage experts ready to take
action. Today’s weather patterns
create strong storms that are
becoming
stronger,
more
destructive, and more frequent.

Total roof health & solutions

Strom Damage Expertice

U L T RA S H I E L D
Why replace your roof when you can
restore it, have an Energy Star
system and save half the cost? You
can say it’s a no brainer.

Scope n Specs™

X - V I S I ON
The Military Grade X-VISION
Thermal Scanner determines real
problems versus best guesses.
Over 100 governmental and
commercial clients are using XVision to inspect their buildings
to determine real problems
versus best guesses and develop
target strategies for repairs

Roof Proposal “Nueces County ”

Proactive Roof Mainteance

LOOKOUT™
LOOKOUT™ extends the life of your
roof system by developing &
maintaining a comprehensive
database of roof management
information. This commercial roof
program provides the most current
data so that you have no surprises.
All data is kept on a protect web
portable you can

Proactive Roof Mainteance

F I R S T WA T C H
FirstWatch™ was created because
insurance claims are being denied
more than ever. It is critical to have
the claim strategies in place prior to
being affected by a severe storm.
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Qualification
The items observed and documented in this report are intended to be representative of the architectural
and structural condition at the subject property. No attempt has been made to document the condition
of each and every structural or nonstructural element. Only visible items were observed and documented.
Unless noted otherwise, destructive testing, i.e., removing Perlite Insulating Poured Concrete Roof Deck
board, veneer, or other finishes for observation of the actual structural-framing members, was not
performed.
This report was prepared in order to document distress observed in the roof. The opinions presented
herein are based on site observation, field information, measurements taken, written/verbal information
and structural analysis, where applicable.
No complete review of this structure’s conformance to current or previously applicable building codes
was performed. However, specific items that may be an issue with the applicable building code
requirements may be noted.
This report should not be construed as an assessment of total damage to the structure at the time of site
observation. In addition to the observed and documented items of distress, hidden defects may exist that
were not readily visible. Also, some damaged areas may have been previously repaired and, unless
otherwise noted, were not visible at the time of observation. However, these areas may experience future
distress.
No representation, guarantee, or warranty as to the future performance of this structure is made,
intended, or implied.
This report has been prepared as a basis for an opinion of probable construction cost of repair and for the
purpose of evaluation on an alleged claim. Additional construction documents prepared by a design
professional may be required and are beyond the scope of this assignment.
In the event that additional information becomes available that could affect the conclusions reached in
this investigation, this office reserves the right to review, and, if required, change some or all of the
opinions presented herein.
This report has been prepared for exclusive use of the client and its representatives. No unauthorized reuse or reproduction of this report, in part or whole, shall be permitted without prior written consent.

End of Section
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Closing
Castro Roofing would like to thank you for the opportunity to present our findings, opinions and
conclusions. Our Scope n Spec special design team specializes in and are trained to inspect different types
of roof systems, storm damage to provide our clients with accurate, common sense approach to roof
diagnostic, roof design and solution that actually work. We are all about Total Roof Health & Solutions.
If you would like additional information about this report or other services we provide, please contact us
at 800.759.1879 or www.CastroRoofing.com.

Scope n Specs™
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What People Say
Here’s What Our Clients Think About Us…
There are hundreds of commercial roofing companies in North Texas to choose from. You’ll see from the comments
below that our clients are always extremely happy with the work we do, the service we provide, and the overall
peace of mind we offer.
“The part that your company played in providing a new roof for these buildings
was crucial to the continued use and operation of the facility and your quality of
workmanship surpassed our every expectation. Our expectations were very high
for this project and everyone at Castro Roofing conducted themselves in a very
professional manner. This instilled a great deal of confidence for us during the
construction process. Now that the project is complete, we are beyond pleased
with the final results.”
Genaro Lopez, Southern Methodist University, Sr. Zone Manager – SMU OWEN
ARTS CENTER
“I want to take this opportunity to acknowledge and commend you and your staff
for your dedication to customer satisfaction, quality workmanship and your
commitment to service on City of Dallas' roofing projects.
Your most recently completed re-roof project was on our Dallas City Hall. The job
was quite complex and challenging, but through all the complexities it was
completed with very few problems.
Throughout the past fifteen years Castro Roofing of Texas, Inc., has completed
numerous projects for the City of Dallas and because of that track record, you have
developed a very good contractor/customer client relationship.”
David Walker, City of Dallas, Roofing Technical Support Division – DALLAS CITY
HALL
“I feel it is appropriate to compliment Castro Roofing of Texas for the excellent job
performance at Love Field Airport, Dallas, Texas. It has been a pleasure working
with Castro Roofing and l assure you that your company has been and will be
recommended for future projects. I look forward to working with you on our next
project.”
Ken Parr, Vice President, Conley Design Group, Inc. – LOVE FIELD AIRPORT
“It is so often that we only take the time to complain about workers attitude or
how professional they were while on site. I just wanted to send you a quick note
RE: your foreman Jesus Chavez.
It was a pleasure to have Jesus install the roof on our P.F. Chang’s Project in Allen
Texas, not only did he conduct himself in a professional manner he was great to
work with, and I feel that he went the extra mile to make sure that we were
satisfied and there would be no roofing issues in the future.”
Fred A. Trusty, Project Manager, ITC Construction – P.F. CHANG’S CHINA BISTRO
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“We are pleased to acknowledge the performance of Castro Roofing on three of
our Projects in the DFW Metroplex. These Projects were Branch Banks for
Wachovia Corporation in Plano, Saginaw, and The Colony, TX. All of these Projects
were on fast track schedules that required all Team Members to make concessions
in order to maintain the overall schedule.
The performance of Castro Roofing exceeded expectations in terms of
professionalism, sense of urgency, and flexibility. They continually adapted to
meet our roofing needs and ensured that they were an asset to the Project. Not
only did they work necessary overtime, but they installed a quality metal roof that
surpassed expectations.”
John A. Leos, SPD Project Manager, Turner Construction – WACHOVIA BANK
“I would like to take the time to recommend and congratulate Castro Roofing for
a job well done on the built-up roofing work performed at the University of Texas
At Dallas Science and Engineering Research Building. Castro Roofing helped
coordinate, schedule, and install a high quality built-up roof system on time and
within budget.”
Fred Linderman, Senior Project Engineer, Centex Construction – UNIVERSITY OF
TEXAS AT DALLAS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING RESEARCH
“I would like express my appreciation to Castro Roofing and your field staff, Scott
Brown and foreman Francisco and Jorge, for a successful project for the DARTNWROF.
We specifically appreciate Castro's ability to commit the necessary resources to
complete a difficult project with an aggressive schedule for a demanding owner.
We look forward to working with Castro Roofing on future projects.”
Andrew Schneemann, Project Manager, Archer Western Contractors – DALLAS
AREA RAPID TRANSIT (DART) - NORTHWEST RAIL OPERATING FACILITY
“I feel that I should have written this long before now.
But I would like to tell you that Alex Felipe and his crew are in my humble opinion
one of your most valuable asset. The things that Alex and his crew were ask to do
in order that the roofing work could be accomplished at the three schools on BP19, (Dunbar High, Dunbar Middle and Sunrise Elementary). It was a difficult
schedule with long hour, special restrictions, and more. But through it all Alex and
his crew never complained, they always conducted themselves in a professional
manor. They were always ready to assist me when there were problems, like leak
inside the building, they help investigate the cause of the leak and then help with
the cleanup, even when it was not Castro's leak. They were constantly cleaning up
around the outside of the buildings and again the items that they were cleaning
up were not always theirs, sometimes it was material from Castro's trim crew, and
others. But Alex and his crew never left any job until it was completely finished
and cleaned up, keeping the area safe are everyone. I am proud to have had the
opportunity to work with Castro Roofing, Alex Felipe and his crew, and I hope to
have the opportunity to work with them again in the future.”
Phillip Van Vleck, Superintendent, 3iconstruction – FORT WORTH ISD - DUNBAR
HIGH, DUNBAR MIDDLE & SUNRISE ELEMENTARY
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EXPERIENCE

PASSION

EXECUTION

4854 Olson Dr. Dallas, TX 75227
Phone: 214.381.8108 ∙ Free: 800.759.1879
E-mail: Info@CASTROROOFING.COM
WWW.CASTROROOFING.COM
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